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Collaborate with your pathology colleagues by sharing slide images 
viewed directly from a web platform. 
Acetiam Connect meets the needs and constraints of medical image analysis  
for telepathology. Thanks to Acetiam’s technological partnership with DATEXIM, 
pathologists can store, view, analyze and share slide images with staff, peers  
and partners through a complete and secure telepathology solution.  
Acetiam Connect adapts to your working environment and medical protocols.  
Through DATEXIM pathology viewer, you can immediately access  
images, anywhere, on multiple devices. 

Share pathology images with other  
physicians and improve your efficiency.

B e n e f i t S

•  Perform collective pathology
reviews from anywhere with
any device

•  Use videoconference for your reviews
•  Immediately access data

and images
•  Zoom and change focal points similar

to a microscope
•  Save time and reduce cost with

an efficient collaborative solution for
sharing secure data

•  Exclusive complete viewer
features developed by pathologists
for pathologists

More than 500 Healthcare facilities already use Acetiam Connect.
Approximately 20 million images are exchanged with  
Acetiam’s teleimaging solutions and services each month. 

Access through multiple devices 
Secure data transfer  
SaaS subscription  
Pay-per-use

Viewer powered by 

www.acetiam.eu
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If you have a question or a project you want to explore with Acetiam Connect, please contact us at (617) 395-5809. www.acetiam.eu

This document is not contractual and this offer  
is subject to changes without prior notice.
All trademarks and registered trademarks herein  
are the property of their respective owners. 
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MICrosCopE vIEwEr

MulTI-dIsCIplInAry usE CAsE

View high quality images, zoom easily on  
areas of interest, and change focal points.  
When you come back to a prior image, the  
viewer automatically locates the last area you 
have seen. DATEXIM viewer replaces the  
need for a powerful microscope. 

TELEPATHOLOGy In OnCOLOGy: improve  
communication between physicians and  
radiologists, particularly when assessing patient 
tumors. ACETIAM’s Telepathology platform is  
flexible enough to allow exchanges between  
different medical specialties. The platform offers 
a better way to assess a patient’s illness over an 
extended period of time. 


